Reading Schedule

Week Twelve
11/16  Galeano, “Chiapas Chronicle,”
   Klein “The Unknown Icon,”
   Subcomandante Marcos, “The Fourth World War Has Begun,”
   and video Zapatista
11/18  Subcomandante Marcos, “Of Trees, Criminals, and Odontology,” “Do Not Forget Ideas are also Weapons,” “The People of the Color of the Earth”

Week Thirteen
11/23  NO CLASS (complete assignments, and turn in portfolio to my office by noon)
   Notes from Nowhere, “Power: Building it without taking it” and Direct Action Manual excerpts,
   video The Fourth World War
   Discussion portfolio due
11/25  NO CLASS

Week Fourteen
11/30  Hardt “Today’s Bandung,”
   Escobar, “Other Worlds are (Already) Possible”
   Research assignment due: alter-globalization social movement

Week Fifteen
12/7   Patkar, “A River Comes to Prague,”
   Roy, “The Reincarnation of Rumpelstiltskin”
   Discussion portfolio due

12/16  Final Research Projects Due